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The Dulevo 6000 CNG sweeper The Dulevo 6000 CNG sweeper 

is the only mechanical-suction is the only mechanical-suction 

sweeper powered by methane gas.sweeper powered by methane gas.

Without compromising on sweeping Without compromising on sweeping 

performance, Dulevo has created a performance, Dulevo has created a 

new and extremely environmentally new and extremely environmentally 

friendly sweeper, paying particular friendly sweeper, paying particular 

attention to the city and citizens.attention to the city and citizens.

The 6000 CNG guarantees reduced sound emissions, 

eliminates the emission of fine particles into the 

atmosphere, as well as all types of pollution caused by 

the sweeper engine. In short, it is a truly zero emission 

machine for municipalities.
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Thanks to the Dulevo patented mechanical-suction-filtering system, the Dulevo 6000 CNG sweeper has a performance three times higher than any other traditional 

sweeper. The collection is mechanical and is facilitated by the side brushes, which convey the debris toward the centre of the machine, where the cylindrical central brush 

then sends it at a high speed onto a vertical conveyor. The debris is loaded through the upper part in the refuse container, this way optimizing the loading capacity of the 

machine. The dust raised by the cylindrical central brush is sucked and kept in the refuse container thanks to the depression in the container itself created by two high-

range and high-prevalence suction fans. The peculiar fabric filtering system retains even the thinnest particulates and completes the sweeping cycle, guaranteeing the 

reintroduction in the environment of clean air only.
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In cooperation with Gore® Dulevo developed the only worldwide existing full fine dust filtration sweeper. This mechanical-suctionfiltration system 

grants with the exclusive application of the Gore® technology a total abatement of PM10 particles.

Further benefits of the filter technology are:

- No maintenance

- Self cleaning effect

- Highest proofed absorbing of PM10 / PM5 / PM2,5 / PM 1

- Granted constant & durable filtering

- 35 % higher airflow

- Resistance against water, oil, fats, chemical agents, etc

GORE dust filters installed in the industrial sweeper have 5 YEARS warranty.
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Operators comfort and ergonomics are our priority together with application specifications. 

Effective axle suspensions and ideal weight distribution insure a balanced and safe drive 

ability. The powerful drive transmission guarantees the use in difficult conditions and on 

slopes too. Four-wheel, synchronised and hydraulic steering makes this road sweeper highly 

manoeuvrable, even in the most complex situations.
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The 180-degree full motion massive front brush is an 

indispensable auxiliary tool for sweeping corners, gutters and 

for increasing working width.

The hopper uplifting system allows the discharge of the 

debris in refuse containers, trucks or in big refuse compactors. 

A variety of options expand the working spectrum of Dulevo 

6000 CNG everywhere at any time.
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 Technical data  6000CNG

Sweeping width

  -  With central brush mm 1300

  -  With central brush and side brushes mm 2600

  -  With central, side brushes and third brush mm 3500

Container volume m3 4,8

Dumping height (OPT.) mm 1150 (2300)

Seats in the cabin n° 3

Cleaning performance m2/h 105.000

Maximum speed Km/h 25 - 42

Steering diameter (kerb to kerb) mm 9360

Certification PM PM 2,5/PM10****

Engine Brand FPT industrial (Iveco)

Engine Emissions EURO 6 STEP C

Fuel CNG
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